DataCollect

Spacious case with trolley system for notebooks, printers and DIN A4 folders.

The particularly spacious DataCollect optimum protection
and space for your mobile computing equipment. The
robust housing and the extra padded notebook pocket
protects your mobile computing equipment whilst you are
on your travels. Also, the padded extra pocket provides
enough space to store the following mobile printer types
for transportation: HP DJ 450, HP DJ 460, HP Officejet H
470, HP OJ 100, Canon iP90/iP100 with or without support
of the Canon Portable Kit. Along with the notebook and
printer pocket, the DataCollect also has an extra large
pocket for folders or other documents.
Up to two fully-laden DIN A4 folders can be comfortably stored alongside one another.
All three pockets are connected to one another with Velcro and attached to the case
inner wall. Thus allowing their sizes to be adjusted according to requirement. In the
fitted document pocket on the front side of the case documents can easily be stored in
concertina files. Two outer pockets on each side offer further storage space for mobile
accessories (mobile phones, pens, CDs, detachable key rings etc.). In addition,
business cards and pens can be stored on the inside of the case lid. The integrated
trolley system ensures an especially comfortable transportation of your mobile office.
*All the devices pictured (such as notebook, printer etc.) are not included!

Screen size: 15 - 15.4 inches:
Art.No:

N25578K

Weight:

5.8kg /12lbs12.6 ounces

Material

Synthetic leather

Compatible
devices:
≤ 14.17 x 11.81 x 1.97 inches
≤ 360 x 300 x 50 mm
≤ 18.50 x 17.32 x 12.20 inches
≤ 470 x 440 x 310 mm
Stable housing
Padded notebook pocket
Padded printer pocket for HP DJ 450, HP DJ 460, HP Officejet H 470,
HP OJ 100, Canon iP90/iP100 printers with or support of the Canon
Portable Kit
Extra large pocket with space for up to two DIN A4 folders
Combination lock
Reinforced carry-handle
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